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Get More Traffic, Leads and Sales For Your Business Online
Get A Free Consultation Call


Enter your details




Select a service
SEO
PPC
Social Media
Content Marketing
Partner Services




 By submitting this form, I agree to receive ongoing marketing emails from Smart Traffic *
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Our Clients Get Results
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Trevor Brazil
Paramount Video

As a customer of Smart Traffic for many years I would like to thank Dan Smith and his team for their honesty, reliability and good work for helping to move us from top of page 2 in Google under Brisbane Video Production ( where we had lingered for 4 years ) to position 6 on Page 1, organic, and then to a position in the top 3. Corporate and Business Video Production Brisbane were worked on by Dan via backlinks - the writers wrote very well every time. Good work Smart Traffic. Thank you.

As a customer of Smart Traffic for many years I would like to thank Dan Smith and his team for their honesty, reliability and good work for helping to move us from top of page 2 in Google under Brisbane Video Production ( where we had lingered for 4 years ) to position 6 on Page 1, organic, and then to a position in the top 3. Corporate and Business Video Production Brisbane were worked on by Dan via backlinks - the writers wrote very well every time. Good work Smart Traffic. Thank you.
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Peter Davis
Director, P&S Building Contractors

Smart Traffic is providing me with a steady supply of quality enquires in what are tight times in my industry.

Smart Traffic is providing me with a steady supply of quality enquires in what are tight times in my industry.
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Emma
Concept Concrete

The service has been second to none – the monthly reports, the advice and tips and ideas of what they will be working on in the coming month is exactly what you want when running a business – your business is your asset and Smart Traffic understand this and have continually worked with us to reach our goals and targets.

The service has been second to none – the monthly reports, the advice and tips and ideas of what they will be working on in the coming month is exactly what you want when running a business – your business is your asset and Smart Traffic understand this and have continually worked with us to reach our goals and targets.
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Suzanne Bilbe-Taylor
BTF Lawyers

Organic traffic and enquiries have doubled since we started working with Smart Traffic and I am much more educated on interpreting analytics, social media strategies and online marketing as a whole.

Organic traffic and enquiries have doubled since we started working with Smart Traffic and I am much more educated on interpreting analytics, social media strategies and online marketing as a whole.
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Anna
Director at  Morgan Removals

Just from the first month we had most of our most important keywords on page 1 of Google and keywords that were previously in position 40+ improving every week and steadily heading to page 1 of Google listings.

Just from the first month we had most of our most important keywords on page 1 of Google and keywords that were previously in position 40+ improving every week and steadily heading to page 1 of Google listings.
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Sophie Mintz
Savant Energy

We are very happy with the results achieved & personal service from Smart Traffic, Rob is great at following up & keeping our campaign moving in the right direction.

We are very happy with the results achieved & personal service from Smart Traffic, Rob is great at following up & keeping our campaign moving in the right direction.
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Mark Meerwald
Blue Tongue Property Maintenance

Thanks to the hard work of the team at Smart Traffic my key words are on the front page. They had been listed at around position 70 and now we are up to position four - that is a massive jump. SEO is a real mine field,  but Smart Traffic have given me the best long term solution rather than just trying to get money from me month after month.

Thanks to the hard work of the team at Smart Traffic my key words are on the front page. They had been listed at around position 70 and now we are up to position four - that is a massive jump. SEO is a real mine field,  but Smart Traffic have given me the best long term solution rather than just trying to get money from me month after month.
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Jon Dodd
Arborcomm

Smart Traffic has got me the results I wanted in a relatively short period of time, not just page one but the top positions for my target keywords....so yes I am very happy.

Smart Traffic has got me the results I wanted in a relatively short period of time, not just page one but the top positions for my target keywords....so yes I am very happy.
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James Cottrell
Director - Downunder

Downunder's natural rankings have improved very significantly in a relatively short period of time. Smart Traffic has delivered for us in a medium which is vital for our business (having tried and failed with a number of so-called specialists in the past).

Downunder's natural rankings have improved very significantly in a relatively short period of time. Smart Traffic has delivered for us in a medium which is vital for our business (having tried and failed with a number of so-called specialists in the past).
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Danilo Spagnuolo
Q1 Holidays Gold Coast

We have been taking advantage of  Smart Traffic services for nearly 18 months; during this period Smart Traffic consistently delivered outstanding services in a very friendly manner.

We have been taking advantage of  Smart Traffic services for nearly 18 months; during this period Smart Traffic consistently delivered outstanding services in a very friendly manner.
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Paul
Black Sheep Store

I have seen a sharp increase in traffic through our website which has resulted in much valued sales. Smart Traffic do not just stop there, they continue to push forward and provide us with the necessary resources to constantly improve our rankings on the web.

I have seen a sharp increase in traffic through our website which has resulted in much valued sales. Smart Traffic do not just stop there, they continue to push forward and provide us with the necessary resources to constantly improve our rankings on the web.
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Matthew Dziadowicz
Skilled Services WA

Skilled Services WA would highly recommend that if you wish to increase your business then contact Smart Traffic, and let them help you achieve a more prosperous future.

Skilled Services WA would highly recommend that if you wish to increase your business then contact Smart Traffic, and let them help you achieve a more prosperous future.
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Larry Sbisa
Director, Tiger Corp

We had many calls from companies claiming to have the answers when it came to increasing our online profile so we were very sceptical.  Smart Traffic were recommended to us and we can now recommend them to anyone who is looking for real exposure in the online marketplace

We had many calls from companies claiming to have the answers when it came to increasing our online profile so we were very sceptical.  Smart Traffic were recommended to us and we can now recommend them to anyone who is looking for real exposure in the online marketplace
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Waleid Awaad
Director, My Perfume

What we had set out to achieve we did, seeing rankings improve and continually improving is a great feeling. Smart Traffic understand our business, understand our struggles and are always looking at ways to help us go above and beyond what we have set out to achieve.

What we had set out to achieve we did, seeing rankings improve and continually improving is a great feeling. Smart Traffic understand our business, understand our struggles and are always looking at ways to help us go above and beyond what we have set out to achieve.
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Joanne Keegan
Leatherco

Smart Traffic have done great work. We have noticed a great influx of website traffic to our site. Hope this will continue to increase.

Smart Traffic have done great work. We have noticed a great influx of website traffic to our site. Hope this will continue to increase.





View case studies ›

Want to talk to a digital marketing expert?

Get in touch




Since 2006, we have helped thousands 
of businesses grow online. Here’s how...
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Results Driven, Affordable Solutions
We work tirelessly to ensure your digital marketing campaign gets you the highest ROI possible. That’s our ultimate goal. To deliver optimum results each and every time, Smart Traffic puts your budget to work.
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Beating The Competition
We ensure that potential customers find your business first by making sure you outperform the competition at every turn. With Smart Traffic, your business comes first.
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Unrivalled Resources
With our team of 90 digital marketing experts working determinedly to achieve the results your business wants to see, your campaign will never lack firepower. Even in the most competitive sectors, we deliver real results.






Our Solutions For Growing 
Your Online Business
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Search Engine Optimisation
Award winning SEO campaigns tailored to drive traffic, leads and sales through organic listings in Google, Bing and Yahoo
	Mobile SEO
	Local SEO
	Content SEO
	Penalty Recovery
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Pay Per Click Advertising
We manage and optimise PPC campaigns to reduce costs, increase conversions and maximise your ROI.
	Google Adwords & Bing Ads
	Mobile Advertising
	Facebook, Twitter, YouTube…
	Remarketing & Retargeting
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Content Marketing
Engaging, unique and share-worthy content to connect with your consumers from our dedicated inhouse content team
	Blog writing
	Landing page content
	Infographics
	Blogger Outreach
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Social Media Marketing
Engage with your current customers and reach new prospects through social media with our targeted social media marketing strategies
	Facebook, Twitter, Google +
	LinkedIn
	YouTube Videos
	Blog Integration












An SEO Company in Sydney Providing Services Across Australia
Smart Traffic is a top provider of SEO in Sydney, with more than a decade of experience helping thousands of businesses increase their visibility online. If your organisation isn’t performing in the search listings the way you
would like it to, get in touch with Smart Traffic. With our help, you’ll take a leading position in the market, driving more high-value traffic to your website in the process.






What Sets Our SEO Company Apart?
There is no shortage of consultants and digital agencies offering SEO in Australia, but few have the experience and expertise to match Smart Traffic. We employ upwards of 90 staff members – all of whom are specialists in their
respective fields:
	SEO specialists
	Advertising professionals
	Content creators
	Editors

We’ve spent years developing and testing our methods, ensuring that we understand the algorithms employed by major search engines. That’s why we’re consistently able to achieve positive results even when other agencies simply cannot
deliver.









Entrust Your Campaign to an Award-Winning SEO Specialist
Our leadership in our field has not gone unnoticed. Smart Traffic has been the recipient of several industry awards, including ‘Best Use of Search’ in the prestigious UK Search Awards.
When the performance of your company’s website is at stake, you can’t afford to take chances with untested team. Instead, entrust your campaign to the experts at Smart Traffic. You’ll be in good company, as many top Australian
companies avail themselves of our award-winning digital marketing services.






Contact Smart Traffic for SEO Services in Australia
If you’re ready to see your website rise through the search rankings, get in touch with the SEO specialists at Smart Traffic. All you need to do is fill out the contact form on our website,
and we’ll get in touch with you promptly. Likewise, you can also call us directly on 02 8205 3133.
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6 steps to get your local competitors' customers buying from you
	Get more walk-in customers without having to pay hundreds in advertising.
	Grow a consistent and reliable stream of customers for your business.
	Develop a competitive edge over your local competitors
	Enjoy the freedom to run your business without worrying about finding new customers


Access the guide now!
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					    Best Global Digital Agency 2022
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Best International Digital Marketing Agency – Australia
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					    Leading Specialists in Pay-Per-Click Advertising Solutions – Australia
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					    Business Excellence Awards 2020
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					    TopSEOs 2020
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UK Search Awards Shortlist
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GP Bullhound Media Summit Award
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Times Tech Track
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Deloitte Technology Fast50
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UK Search Awards



Our Awards
Smart Traffic has won many prestigious accolades for our innovative, industry-leading work. We provide our clients with an award-winning digital marketing service that empowers them to achieve real results.
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4.4


Based on 14 reviews
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tenika delaforce1693994962
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Dan Eden1637540992

I have recently used Smart Traffic to create a new website for my new Martial Arts Academy. They also did an SEO campaign for me too with ten key words. They did a great job especially Marc who was extremely helpful. Very professional outfit who are extremely good at their job and go above and beyond to serve the customers specific needs at a very reasonable price.I am very pleased with the website and would highly recommend Smart Traffic in future to any company who are looking for digital marketing services.
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Ann Carol1615272121

We moved across to Smart-Traffic around 18 months ago after a less than satisfactory experience with Melbourne-based company MLK.  The experience with Alan managing our SEO has been polar-opposite and well worth the investment.  Alan not only does do what he says he will do and keeps in touch both by reporting and on the phone, but the results are tangible.  Page 1 top 3 positions for most keywords and that's why we stay with Alan from Smart-Traffic.  We prefer having Smart-Traffic manage Google Ads as well as SEO as then you have a team working in sync which can only benefit us. He shares ideas and helps us keep a step ahead of our competitors which is what it's all about.
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Thomas Swanepoel1605173843

A refreshing hands on approach to the needs of a speciality business that we run. A special thank you to the team and Marc for all the hard work on our account.
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Scott C1599785585

I've been using Evo Digital and Smart Traffic for a year now and I'm really happy with the level of service and the quality of the work they provide.
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Rosh Singh1598239271
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Emma Harrison1591334615

Smart Traffic is a fraud company, I signed a contract with them and paid them thousands of dollars, but they did nothing for 6 months the keyword result was still 0. Now they are irresponsible to cancel. contract, stay away from this scam company.
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Conrad Gaudin1572067513

My company - Busy Bookkeeping Eastern Suburbs - recently engaged Smart Traffic to conduct an SEO Audit. I have to say that our eyes have been truly opened to how detailed and complex SEO really is: we are very glad to have Stuart and Smart Traffic explaining and navigating us through the SEO maze. In fact we have been so impressed with the Smart Traffic assistance that we have collaborated with them to bring their story and help to our client base. SEO is just such an important topic for business today that we knew we had to share. Thank you Smart Traffic for showing us the way with SEO.
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Amy S1559027958

Couldn't recommend enough!  Great start to our SEO Campaign after being burnt by previous SEO companies.  Alan can't help enough and we are truly grateful for having someone we can finally trust.  Customer service is superb.  Already seeing an improvement in our keyword rankings, keep up the good work!
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sarah thornton1548958795

Would recommend this company , Marc Eden gives excellent service and follow through
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Louise Boyle1548620920

Friendly and helpful staff.Delighted with my results
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LIGHTSCRIPT PHOTOGRAPHY1530320917

Working with SmartTrafic was ok when we paid a lot, after cutting some budget the work became less efficient. At the end I discovered that some links, which were paid earlier, didn't exist and the company refused to rebuild them. They took the money and Didn't complete what they were paid for, it is especially sad after paying them thousands of dollars! There are much better companies that this one!
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Jennine Williams1523253945

Working through the changing complexities of SEO and running a business can be frustrating, confusing and expensive. Marc and the team at Smart Traffic make it all seem easy. From the initial strategy through to the measured implementation process, we are kept constantly informed and the positive results are measured. We continue to be impressed with the service and professionalism shown by Smart Traffic and recommend anyone looking to engage  an SEO provider to talk with Smart Traffic first. You won't be disappointed.
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Miles Wharton1515723430

I have been using Smart traffic for over a year with great results I did take a small break to see if I could get better results from a different company and ended up wasting two months with very little results and ended up back with Smart Traffic.Marc has been looking after my account and has been very accomodating and got me great results.



See all reviewsWrite a review
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	Smart Traffic Pty Ltd., Suite 7, MEAA Building, 245 Chalmers Street, Redfern, Sydney, NSW 2016
	02 8205 3133
	enquiries@smart-traffic.com.au



Let’s Be Friends
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Want to talk to an digital marketing expert?
Simply call 02 8205 3133 or complete your details below and a Smart Traffic consultant will be in touch shortly.
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